
Dear Shareholders, 

AURORA Phase 3 trial in LN fully enrolled 
in September 2018 with results 
anticipated in late 2019.  

Reported results from a Phase 2a Dry Eye 
study with voclosporin ophthalmic solution 
(“VOS”) that achieved statistically superior 
efficacy in secondary objective endpoints 
compared to cyclosporin ophthalmic 
emulsion 0.05% (Restasis®), the current 
DES market leader. VOS did not meet the 
primary endpoint as both drugs were well 
tolerated and demonstrated less than 
anticipated drop discomfort. 

Received a Notice of Allowance from the 
United States Patent and Trademark 
Office for claims which have the potential 
to cover voclosporin’s method of use and 
dosing protocol for LN until December 
2037.  

Robust balance sheet of approximately 
$144.3 M USD as of March 31, 2019. 



 

 

and evaluation of several highly qualified individuals, the Board unanimously approved the appointment of Peter 
Greenleaf as Chief Executive Officer.  

In conjunction with Dr. Glickman’s retirement as the Chairman and CEO, the Board took the opportunity to split the 
roles of CEO and Chairman, elevating independent director Dr. George M. Milne, Jr., PhD, to the position of Chairman 
of the Board.   

We are very thankful for Dr. Glickman’s efforts over the past few years and are looking forward to the future as we 
build upon our successes. While we previously had a lead director in order to retain the independence of our Board, 
one of our key goals in insuring Aurinia follows good corporate governance practices was to separate the role of 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer on a go forward basis, and we have successfully accomplished that goal. 

An Experienced Approach 

For Aurinia’s current stage of development, the Company has attracted and assembled a very accomplished and 
experienced Board of Directors. Aurinia’s Board includes a diverse group of members with a wealth of drug discovery, 
development, and commercialization experiences, from across a range of backgrounds including pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, finance, corporate and legal.  

While providing continuity (in that seven of the eight nominees are current directors, with two of those seven having 
been appointed as directors on April 29, 2019), we have also sought out new experiences and skill sets in our directors 
as the Company’s focus on moving towards commercialization grows.  That’s why we are pleased to include Dr. Daniel 
Billen (appointed as a director April 29, 2019) and R. Hector MacKay-Dunn as nominee directors, each of whom will 
provide significant experience and fresh perspective to our board of directors.  We are also proud to have a group of 
returning directors, including Dr. George Milne, Dr. David Jayne, Dr. Michael Hayden, Joseph Hagan and Dr. Joon 
Lee, (Managing Director with ILJIN SNT (“ILJIN”)).  Peter Greenleaf, our newly appointed CEO, is also included as a 
nominee director. We believe that these proposed nominees provide the Company with a robust and qualified board 
of directors, who will be properly placed to help guide Aurinia towards future success.  We would like to thank Dr. 
Benjamin Rovinski and L. Jeffry Randall, two of our current directors who are not running for re-election, for their years 
of service on the Board, and the strong stewardship they have provided to Aurinia. 

Further, the management team at Aurinia is tenured and passionate about their work bringing a successful track 
record to the table in the area of immunosuppressant drug development and the commercialization of drugs in general. 
People are what make companies and drugs succeed, and Aurinia has been fortunate to have great individuals 
throughout the organization.  We are very proud of the many achievements we have been able to make as an 
organization, particularly when operationally we have a very lean team.   

Our key priority is ensuring we remain focused on our strategic objectives for voclosporin, its clinical development 
programs, pre-commercial and regulatory activities, in order to address the unmet medical needs of patients suffering 
from disease.  

We believe management’s proposed nominees have a wealth of relevant experience and are well qualified, and the 
Board strongly recommends that shareholders vote in favour of management’s nominees for election to the Board. 

The Dissident Nominees 

On May 24, 2019, ILJIN, a holder of approximately 14.94% of the outstanding shares of Aurinia, provided us with 
notice of their intention to solicit proxies on behalf of a dissident group of four nominee directors handpicked by ILJIN.  
We have been in continuous discussions in respect of various matters with ILJIN over the past few years, and in 
particular in the past few months with respect to the proposed director nominees for Aurinia.  The Board is always 
open to considering shareholder proposals that are in the best interests of Aurinia and all of its shareholders and the 
Board will give ILJIN’s nominees careful and due consideration. We intend on providing our views on the dissident 
nominees to shareholders of Aurinia in due course. 

It is worth noting that the impact of electing ILJIN's slate of four nominees to Aurinia's eight person Board would be to 
grant ILJIN, one shareholder, effective control of Aurinia without paying Aurinia's shareholders a premium.   

We have made numerous attempts to come to a mutually satisfactory resolution on matters with ILJIN, in particular in 
respect of ILJIN’s proposed group of nominees for election as directors.  We believe it is unfortunate that they decided 
to abruptly cease those negotiations, and instead decided to pursue poorly planned aggressive action which will force 



(signed) "Peter Greenleaf"    (signed) "George Milne"   






